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All I know is that I know nothing

Socrates
STEFAAN VAN BRABANDT

We call him the ‘Father of Philosophy’. Socrates, Plato’s teacher,
was the moral conscience of ancient Athens and the thorn in the
side of the reigning elite. With his critical questions and
commentaries, he challenged everything that was taken for
granted. Not without risk to his life: aged 70, Socrates was
sentenced to death by drinking poison.

A warm and beautifully made first
instalment of a promising series of
monologues that shines a light on the
greatest thinkers.
KNACK

In this monologue we meet ‘the gadfly of Athens’ a few hours
before his death. He no longer explores just the world around him,
but his own life’s work as well. At the end of his life he has found
no answers, only more questions. But those questions are
inspirational, topical and stimulating. In Van Brabandt’s
monologue, the ancient philosopher is a warm and intelligent man
who, together with his audience, ponders and debates ideas while
the poisoned cup awaits him. ‘Philosophising is detaching the soul
from the body,’ this Socrates tells us. ‘Showing the soul the way
back home. Home at last.’

Topical and relevant
VOLKSKRANT

AUTHOR

Stefaan Van Brabandt (1979) is a

philosopher, writer and theatre and television
maker. He used to work for theatre company
De Koe as a playwright and an actor and he
acted in various films and television series in
Flanders and the Netherlands. In 2015 he
wrote and directed the theatre monologue
‘SOCRATES’, the first in a series of
philosopher monologues. It was followed in
2017 by ‘MARX’. Both were performed with
great success across Belgium and the
Netherlands.
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